Let M be a complete «-dimensional submanifold in the (2n -1)-dimensional Euclidean space, with scalar curvature bounded from below. Baikousis and Koufogiorgos proved that the sectional curvature of M satisfies sup KM > \'2 if M is contained in a ball of radius X. We extend this result to the case that the ambient space is a complete simply connected Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature.
1. Introduction. For p < n, let M be a complete «-dimensional Riemannian submanifold in the (n + /?)-dimensional Euclidean space E"+p. Under the assumption that the scalar curvature of M has a lower bound, Baikousis and Koufogiorgos [1] proved that if M is contained in a ball of radius A, then the sectional curvature KM of M satisfies sup KM > A-2. In this note we obtain a natural extension of the above inequality when the ambient space is a complete simply connected (n + p)-dimensional Riemannian manifold of nonpositive curvature. To state our result, we introduce a continuous function/:
Theorem. For p < n, let M be a complete n-dimensional Riemannian submanifold in a (n + p)-dimensional complete simply connected Riemannian manifold M whose sectional curvature satisfies a < Kjçj < b < 0. If M is contained in a geodesic ball of radius A and the scalar curvature of M has a lower bound, then the sectional curvature KM of M satisfies sup KM > a + \~2{f(V^b A)}2.
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2. Proof of Theorem. We denote the Riemannian metric on M (resp. M) by < , > (resp. < , )), the Riemannian connection by V (resp. V), the Riemannian curvature tensor by R (resp. R) and the second fundamental form with respect to the immersion M c M by a.
Since the scalar curvature of M has a lower bound, we may assume inf KM > -oo. Letting k go to infinity, we have sup KM > a + A¿{/(V^e A^)}2. Since Xx < A and the function / h» t~2{f(V^b t)}2 is decreasing, we have sup KM > a + X~2{f(V^b A)}2. This completes the proof of the theorem.
